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Overview 
There is an increased amount of awareness about Yoga in the US and the popularity of                
the practice has risen multifold. Since there are multiple aspects to the practice             
including physical, mental and spiritual in addition to the multiple forms/types of yoga             
that exist, there is a huge variation in people’s views based on their own exposure and                
experience. We experienced this first hand while discussing about our own yoga            
experiences and learning how varied our perspectives were, the range of experiences            
we had had and what we knew about the presence of yoga in USA. This made us                 
curious to learn more and we launched a basic user research experiment wherein we              
asked people about Yoga. Soon enough we found confirmation about the variation of             
perspectives and experiences about the topic but we also learnt that there was genuine              
curiosity about the topic. A quest to know more. This inspired us to shape our Infoviz                
such that it presents the topic of yoga and its related aspects in an informative, easy to                 
grasp way while also giving data based insights. 
 

Goals 

Our main goal was to present information about Yoga in an engaging and easy to grasp                
way. We ultimately wanted to increase awareness about various aspects and types of             
you. We wanted everyone walked away with some of their questions answered,            
curiosity piqued and at least one new thing learnt.  
 
 

Related Work 
We went over various projects, visualizations and infographics and identified positive           
features that we incorporated in our project. 
  

● Types of Yoga visualization:  
We wanted to include a section in our visualization about the different types of              
yoga as that had come up many times during our user research. We found this               
visualization (picture included below) to be interesting and decided to build an            
interactive version of the same. However, in the mid term presentations we got             
the feedback that users wanted a less prescriptive and less suggestive way to             

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://big.assets.huffingtonpost.com/yogaxl.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/09/16/yoga-chart-infographic_n_3915189.html&h=2980&w=2980&tbnid=15ffqlbuT_cQJM:&tbnh=160&tbnw=160&usg=__IdgGUNidOvv_TsyqWWtK9omj-Fc=&vet=10ahUKEwjm2vKi-OXTAhVMlFQKHe0oDDIQ9QEIKzAA..i&docid=stlE_9SWp2iE2M&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjm2vKi-OXTAhVMlFQKHe0oDDIQ9QEIKzAA


explore the different types of yoga. We also learnt that the users wanted a more               
holistic view. So, we decided to not use this approach and look for a different way                
to depict this information. Eventually, we ended up using the round shape of             
chakras to embody the spirit of yoga and represent this information on a wheel              
(more details in the Types of Yoga section).  
 

 
 
 

● Yoga Poses content:  
We needed information for the yoga poses for the poses section and found the              
Yoga Journal to be an exhaustive source of information. We pulled all of             
information about the poses including pictures, cautions and benefits. The          
visualization we used is discussed in the upcoming sections.  
 
 
 

http://www.yogajournal.com/


 
● Wikipedia: 

In our types of yoga section, we decided to go with the wheel visualization but we                
needed information for the same. We sifted through a lot of data and found many               
sources with information of types of yoga ranging from a more historical            
theoretical perspective to a more practical perspective. We struggled with          
credibility issues of the various websites and blogs and that was one of our              
biggest challenges with respect to data. We ultimately decided to go with            
information available on wikipedia as there was no accredited source of the            
information we were looking for.  

 
● Yogi practicing Yoga:  

We wanted to leave a subtle cue in the end to spring people into action without                
being direct about it. We wanted to do an animation for the same and would like                
to give credit to the following gif we found and used after editing:  
http://daniellevy.humandalas.com/benefits-of-surya-namaskar-yoga-animated-gif/ 

 
 

● Template:  
This was very important for the presentation part of our visualization. We had a              
narrative in mind and a structure that would help us tell the story. We felt that this                  
template design fit well with our needs. We modified it to support our story and               
visualizations. 

 
  

https://startbootstrap.com/template-overviews/agency/
http://daniellevy.humandalas.com/benefits-of-surya-namaskar-yoga-animated-gif/


●  Bubble chart: To represent the qualitative information of the different types of 
poses and yet keeping it interactive we found the below visualization here.

 
  

This gave us the idea of presenting the poses with the pic and other information               
in the big middle circle. The round shape of the bubbles went well with our overall                
theme of using circular shapes and the movement of the bubbles captured the             
agility of the asanas. We were not worried about the size issue that bubbles              
mostly present as we were using it for representing qualitative information. We            
decided to keep all the bubbles of the same size. We color coded the bubbles               
based on parts if the body and aligned that with a corresponding legend.  
 
 

http://bl.ocks.org/phuonghuynh/raw/54a2f97950feadb45b07/
http://bl.ocks.org/phuonghuynh/raw/54a2f97950feadb45b07/


 
  
 

● Wheel Visualization for Types of yoga: 
We found this visualization to use as a base for our Types of Yoga visualization.               
It’s overall shape aligned with what we were looking for to capture the spirit of               
Yoga and we had the content garnered from wikipedia as mentioned above. The             
modifications and customizations we did for the same are discussed in the Types             
of Yoga section in detail.  
 
 

● Attributes of Types of yoga: 
While the above visualization helped us present information about types of yoga            
in an easy to grasp and fun to explore way, we wanted to add certain dimensions                
about the yoga types that had come up in our research e.g. pace, alignment,              
healing, spiritual etc. We used inspiration from the this visualization (pic included            
below) and dropdowns to work that interaction in. 
 

http://yoganonymous.com/the-only-yoga-infographic-you-will-ever-need-to-see
http://bl.ocks.org/Guerino1/3169420


 
 
 
 

● Our own innovation 
During our exploration of visualizations for yoga, we found that while there was a              
lot of information available, there were not many visualizations available. At one            
point we came up with our own innovative infoviz for types of yoga. It comprised               
of bubbles on two sides of the page separated by a line. The bubbles on one side                 
had the name of the type of yoga and the bubbles on the other side had a fun                  
fact about yoga. The interaction involved the user choosing the bubble for the             
type of yoga s/he wanted to explore and dragging it across the line to drop it on                 
the corresponding fun fact. If the user found the correct fun fact bubble             
corresponding to the yoga type, a section would appear at the bottom displaying             
more information about the yoga type. If the match was not correct, the correct              
fun fact bubble would get highlighted and the correct yoga type bubble            



corresponding to the chosen fun fact bubble will get highlighted so that the user              
can learn more about Yoga. However, we got the feedback that this interaction             
would need more work from the user and be more time consuming. Hence, we              
decided to no go with this and instead select something that was less effort              
intensive for the user.  
 

 
 



Data 
 
Once we had decided on Yoga as our topic, we spent a lot of time searching the                 
internet for datasets and finally came across two that seemed useful. The first one is               
from Statista . This dataset contained a lot of tables that had information pertaining to               
revenue, number of people practicing Yoga in the US and where it is practiced among               
others. These tables were not connected to each other. 
 
The other data source is from the survey conducted in 2016 by the Yoga Journal and                
Yoga Alliance partnered with IPSOS public affairs. We used information regarding the            
motivations for Yoga practitioners. The link of the report is here: Link . 
 
Doing an exploratory data analysis on these data sources gave us an idea of what               
would be useful and interesting to present to Yoga practitioners who already have some              
idea about Yoga but would like to go deeper and have a better understanding. We               
wanted the story to flow through well too. After conducting some user research, we              
decided that information relating to the different types and poses of Yoga would be              
useful and interesting to demystify in through our project. 
  
Since we did not find any readily available dataset on the internet to use, we began to                 
create our own. For the types of Yoga dataset we wanted the following information: 

● Meaning 
● Dominant feature or type. eg : Hot, Alignment, Vigorous, etc 
●  Benefits of practicing this type 
● Caution 
● Suitable for: who would the type of Yoga be beneficial to 
● Pace: Fast or Slow 
● Routine (yes or no): Whether the type of Yoga follows a standard set or              

sequence of poses 
  
First we got the types of Yoga from a table in the Statista dataset which served as the                  
basis. Then we gleaned information from various websites not limited to Wikipedia and             
the Yoga Journal and put in information that were common in some websites into an               
excel sheet. We kept only those Yoga types for which we found common information for               
about the dominant feature across various websites. 
The snapshot of the sheet is as below: 
  

https://www.yogaalliance.org/Portals/0/2016%20Yoga%20in%20America%20Study%20RESULTS.pdf
https://www.statista.com/search/?q=yoga


 

 
  
For the Poses dataset we curated information from the Yoga Journal about the benefit              
and cautions.The pictures of the poses too was collected from this site. We edited each               
pose as the background needed to be removed to be put into our visualization. 

      
 
 
 The snapshot of the excel sheet for the poses is as below: 
  

http://www.yogajournal.com/


 

 
 
 
Tools 
 
1. Data cleaning 
For curating information about the poses and the types of the Yoga , we used Excel.                 

We also edited the pictures of the poses using this online tool to make the background                
transparent. The gif was edited using this online tool. 
 
2. Tableau 
We started visualizing our data using simple bar charts in tableau to get a sense of what                 
all data do we have and what insights are we getting from these charts. Once we had                 
simple bar charts, we tried to explore the advanced techniques and features of Tableau              
to come up with donut charts, dashboards, stories and so on for our final visualizations. 
  
3. D3.js 
We used D3.js for “Types of Yoga” and “Poses” visualizations. We found some             
inspiring visualizations (as mentioned in Related Work) and integrated our data as well             
as other interactions like drop down, highlights, description box and images using            
Javascript, HTML, CSS and D3. 
 
  

http://www198.lunapic.com/editor/?action=transparent
https://ezgif.com/


4. Illustrator 
We used illustrator to convert color and size of images and icons that we used in our                 
final visualizations as per our theme and color palettes. We took help of tools like               
Paletton and Color Picker to choose our color palettes. We had also used illustrator for               
exploration like creating Types of Poses legend. 
  
5. Website 
The website was created using HTML, Bootstrap and CSS. We used a template for              
modern look and feel and responsive design. 
  
 

Steps to accomplish goals 
 
Our end goal for this visualization was to present information about Yoga in an              
engaging way. While some of the aspects that we wanted to shed light on had               
supporting quantitative data, others were more qualitative in nature. Our focus while            
working on different sections of the project was to organize all our data and information               
creatively into visualizations which were engaging, made the exploration effortless and           
information easy to grasp so that users are able to have fun while exploring and take                
away something new that they did not know before. Last but not the least, we tried to                 
embody the spirit of yoga in our visualizations whenever possible (discussed in the             
sections wherever applicable). The following sections get into details of each of the             
sections -  
  
 
1.Introduction  
We wanted to get the visualization started with a basic introduction to Yoga. The key               
information we wanted to convey was the meaning of Yoga and the three aspects of               
yoga – Physical, Mental and Spiritual and how these were connected. In our user              
research, in addition to a general quest to learn more about Yoga, we had come across                
quite a bit curiosity and confusion about the aforementioned aspects of Yoga. While the              
curiosity was to learn more about each aspect and how they were connected if at all,                
the confusion included but was not not limited to the following - Isn’t yoga just about the                 
poses? what part was the mental part of yoga? how were these aspects related? is the                
spiritual aspect related to religion? etc. 
 
Most of the data we had for this section was qualitative information. We wanted to tell a                 
story and we remembered that Isotypes can be used to tell a story. Hence, we used                

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/CSS/CSS_Colors/Color_picker_tool
http://paletton.com/#uid=1000u0kllllaFw0g0qFqFg0w0aF
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/CSS/CSS_Colors/Color_picker_tool
https://startbootstrap.com/template-overviews/agency/
https://startbootstrap.com/template-overviews/agency/
http://paletton.com/#uid=1000u0kllllaFw0g0qFqFg0w0aF


isotypes to convey the three aspects – Physical, Mental and Spiritual. We included text              
descriptions below each of them to add more context and detail.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
2.Profile 
In this section, we wanted to share data based insights into the gender and age               
distribution of yoga practitioners in the US. Additionally, we wanted to get across the              
following terminology related informational bits about yoga practitioners –  
A male practitioner of yoga is called ‘Yogi’ and a female practitioner of yoga is called                
‘Yogini’.  
 
Most of our data based visualization explorations started in tableau and this was no              
different. We had bar charts for the male/female data and the age distribution data.              
While they were both functional, we wanted to play a little bit with form and see if that                  
made it more engaging and/or easier to grasp. Tableau affords the advantage of trying              
different charts with a click of a button and that made this exploration quite easy. When                
we used the pie chart, it seemed a bit confusing because pie charts are better suited for                 
displaying parts of whole but we thought that the round shape captured the spirit of               
Yoga (the round shape aligned with the shape used to display chakras, the centers of               
spiritual power in human body in the human body. As a side fun fact, Kundalini Yoga is                 
focused on arousing the spiritual energy located at the base of the spine and propagate               



it through the chakras to the crown, the 7th chakra). We tried the Donut Pie Chart and                 
through quick user testing found that it helped us circumvent the issue with Pie Charts               
and conveyed the point more efficiently as people were now focusing on the             
circumference rather than the center and the angle. We further plugged a Yogi and              
Yogini isotype with corresponding description that made it more informative, clearer and            
easy to grasp. Since, Tableau does not support Donut Charts, we referred to this.  
 
For the Age viz, tableau explorations helped us see that a stacked bar chart seemed to                
convey our information better as people could easily see the age distribution across the              
spectrum. Following is the age/gender section of our visualization –  
 

 
 
 
 
3.Motivation 
Although we found in our user research that people in general were aware of and had                
experienced benefits of practicing yoga but there was a range and the topic was              
approached with a high level of curiosity. Hence, we decided to present the following              
data based insights on what motivates people to start and continue practicing yoga. The              
basic idea that we wanted to convey was the more common and the less common               
motivations. Since we were not hoping the visualization to help people compare the             
values, we used a divergent bar chart so not being able to compare specific values               
across the two categories was not an issue and people were easily able to see that                

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ThwH6RBgYUY


some reasons are more popular than others and the trend was pretty similar across              
categories.  
 
 

 
 
4.Location 
During our explorations about Yoga we learnt that while it is recommended that Yoga be               
done in fresh air at a clean and quiet place, yoga practitioners had adopted a range of                 
venues to practice include doing Yoga in the vicinity of a beach or a hot spring and                 
more interestingly in water bodies. With the following visualization we wanted to share             
data based insights into the venues people chose to do yoga. Based on feedback in               
usability sessions, we increased the font size. Instead of using the hierarchy structure of              
the Tree chart we used it in the spatial sense since we were depicting venues. 
 
 



 

 
5.When, How long and How often do people do Yoga? 
Similar to the discussion above, we learnt about best practices on the time of the day,                
duration and frequency of doing yoga. Since we had data related to all these aspects,               
we decided to put this information together as a Tableau Story. We used simple bar               
charts for this visualization as we thought that it conveyed the required information in a               
reasonable easy to grasp way. We did wish that for this section we had more granular                
data e.g. for how long do people do yoga, more granularity in the 1 to 5 hours range                  
would have been nice.  
 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 
 
6. Types of Yoga 
During our research, we found that people who practice Yoga often do not know which               
type of Yoga they are practicing and how beneficial it is for them or what this type is                  
really known for. We realized that it would be very interesting information to include in               
our visualization and hence, we pursued this section. 
  
Initially we had decided to use an interactive decision tree for visualizing different types              
of yoga similar to the screenshot below. We assumed that users would only like to know                
which type of Yoga would be suitable for them and hence, our initial conception was a                
series of Yes or No questions that users would click to eventually reach to a specific                
type of Yoga that would be most suitable for them. 

 
 



  
Although the idea appealed to a lot of people, but there were major loopholes in this                
visualization that we realized while receiving feedback during Mid-term presentation.          
First, this visualization had a great chance of becoming prescriptive without a solid             
backing of medical accuracy. Second, this visualization would not have given a holistic             
overview of all the types of Yoga based on several dimensions that user would like to                
see and decide for themselves which Yoga would fit them. 
  
Thus, we pivoted and tried to present information about different types of Yoga based              
on dimensions that users could choose from. 
  
We explored different visualizations and went through different iterations of our design            
starting from a simple click and popup design that would describe different types of              
Yoga. 
  

 
 
 
 
We also explored different off-the-shelf D3.js visualizations to represent Types of Yoga            
information. We finally found one D3.js visualization that matched our theme of Yoga             
and what we wanted to achieve. 
  

http://christopheviau.com/d3list/gallery.html
http://bl.ocks.org/Guerino1/3169420
http://christopheviau.com/d3list/gallery.html
http://bl.ocks.org/Guerino1/3169420


 
This D3 radial wheel simulated the “chakras” or “wheels” or “energy centers” in Yoga              
and hence, we narrowed down to this visualization, figured out the code and integrated              
our data into the code. 
  
We also wanted to display a brief overview of what this type is all about, some fun fact,                  
who it is suitable for, key benefits and caution while practicing this type. Hence, we               
added a textbox on the side of the wheel and added an interaction. When users mouse                
over a particular type, information about that type is displayed on the box on the side for                 
easy view. We rejected the idea of having a popup or tooltip, which would have               
disrupted the view of the entire wheel. 
  
To differentiate different types of Yoga, we added dimensions like “Overall Type”,            
“Pace” and “Routine” which the user could select from the dropdown menu. When a              
dimension is chosen, the wheel is drawn again with the same yoga types but now               
differed based on a different dimension. We added a legend using color coordination             
and highlight feature so that users can easily comprehend which type of yoga belongs              
to which dimension. 
  
Our final visualization: 



 
 

 
  



  
We understand the limitation of this visualization. If a user wants to see two or more                
dimensions together, say a fast pace Alignment yoga, s/he would not be able to see it                
all together.  
 

7. Poses by Anatomy 
Initially we had decided to show all the poses within a particular type of yoga so that                 
once users get comprehensive information about what type of yoga is suitable for them;              
they can start exploring the poses within that type. We were also thinking of providing               
instructions for the poses with the images and other modifications of the poses. All this               
data was available on Yoga Journal website. 
 

 
 
However, our goal was not to be prescriptive or suggestive and hence, we changed this               
visualization to be informative. 
  
From our research, we found that a particular pose is not necessarily tied to a specific                
type of yoga. In fact, poses are more closely tied to anatomy (pose focusing on a                
particular part of a body) or benefits that they provide. We also found that physical               
aspect of Yoga is most popular in the United States and hence, we decided to visualize                
different poses by anatomy. 
  
Next, our task was to come up with a new visualization for this section.  

http://www.yogajournal.com/
http://www.yogajournal.com/


 
 
We really liked the idea of bubbles depicting poses around a human body (in the center)                
as shown above but we didn’t have enough time or expertise to create a visualization               
from scratch. Hence, we explored different off-the-shelf D3.js visualizations to represent           
“Poses by Anatomy” information. We wanted to have the circular shape for the yoga              
spirit/chakras and movement corresponding to the asanas and this visualization          
seemed to capture both the elements.  
  
  
  

http://christopheviau.com/d3list/gallery.html
http://christopheviau.com/d3list/gallery.html


 
 
 
After a lot of research, we found a visualization that closely resembled what we were               
trying to achieve. By clicking on each bubble, the bubble would move in the center,               
zoom out and display information about that pose. Integrating our data in this             
visualization and adding pictures of poses into bubbles was quite challenging but we             
finally accomplished it. 
  
We also thought of using the size of bubbles to depict the popularity of the pose but we                  
rejected that idea as it was a very subjective information and could mislead people. 
  
For legend, we tried to use human body as below:  



 
 
However, this legend seemed to provide redundant information and we were not able to              
add any interaction on the image. Hence, we rejected this and went ahead with a simple                
legend. 
  
Our final visualization: 
 

 
 
 
 



8. Website and content development 
For the website and narrative, we used whiteboard to go over the flow and structure of                
the entire visualization as below.  

 
 
Once we had all our visualizations, we used a template to plug our visualizations              
(including tableau dashboards) and narrative. We used CSS and HTML for alignment,            
text size and color. We went through many iterations to improve the overall look and               
feel of the website. 
 
 
User Testing Results 
The showcase proved to be a very helpful venue for us to get feedback. It facilitated a                 
natural unmoderated feedback on the engagement front which would have been biased            
in a moderated setup. We encountered the same intrigue, fascination and curiosity            
about the topic as we had done during our user research and our visualization was able                
to address the most common questions, share additional information and pique interest.            
Interestingly, some users left motivated to explore more. While our goal was to share              
information in an engaging and easy to grasp way, being able to motivate people was a                
cherry on the top and very rewarding.  
 



During the showcase, we realized that we needed to increase the font size as the users                
were looking at it from a distance. We followed up with more usability tests and the                
details from that are discussed in the following sections.  
 

Apart from the feedback we received during the showcase, we conducted a separate             
user testing for 5 users (audio files attached in the appendix). During this round of               
testing users gave their feedback and were also asked questions such as the below: 

  

● Which is the third most popular place for practicing yoga? 
● Could you tell me a caution/benefit of power Yoga? 
● Could you tell which poses are associated with the heart? 
● Which is time of the day is most common for practicing yoga? 

  

Below are the key findings:  

● Most of the users agreed that the title Yoga picture and the color palette fit really                
well with the serene theme of Yoga. 

● The flow of the story along with the visualizations was appreciated by most and              
the information presented by text at the start of each section was appreciated by              
most who said that it was useful. 

● For the motivations chart some users mentioned that they would have liked it to              
be bar charts placed side by side for easier comparison. While we agree, we still               
kept it as horizontal charts since our focus was to show that reasons for the               
starting and continuing yoga is usually the same thus symmetrical except for the             
reason of becoming a Yoga teacher which is a reason only for continuing Yoga. 

● For the Treemap displaying the locations where yoga was generally practiced, it            
was not intuitive for the users at first, but once they made sense of the chart they                 
were able to answer the question about the third most popular place to practice              
Yoga. 

● The visualization displaying the Yoga types was very informative because of the            
dominant feature along with the caution and benefits provided. The users liked            
the interactivity and color choice in this chart. They were able to find the benefit /                
caution of a certain type of Yoga.  

● The visualization containing the poses was appreciated by most. They felt that            
the picture of the poses along with the other information presented was really             
useful and really liked interacting with this visualization. They were also able to             
answer which poses were associated with the different body parts.  

● The fun ending of the Yogi performing Surya Namaskar was also liked by most. 



  

The overall consensus was that the site was informative and engaging which was one              
of our main goals and motivation behind working this project. Almost all users said they               
learnt something new about Yoga whether it was that yoga practitioners are called             
Yogis and Yoginis or about the different types and poses along with their benefits and               
cautions. 

 

 
Work distribution table 
 

TASK ASSIGNED TO 

General research on Yoga  Divya/Shrestha/Neera 

Tableau charts – EDA and research  Neera 

Yoga Types – EDA and research  Neera/Divya 

Yoga Poses – EDA and research  Shrestha/Divya 

Tableau charts – data collection and cleaning  Neera 

Yoga Types - data collection and cleaning  Divya/Neera 

Yoga Poses - data collection and cleaning  Shrestha 

Story development and research  Neera 

Tableau – Profile  Neera/Divya 

Tableau – Where  Neera /Divya 

Tableau – When, How long and How often?  Neera/Divya 

Tableau - Motivations  Neera/Divya 

D3 Yoga types visualization  Divya 

D3 Yoga poses visualization  Divya/Shrestha 

Web development and integration  Divya/Shrestha/Neera 



User testing  Shrestha 

Report Write-up  Divya/Shrestha/Neera 

 

 
Appendix 
Following is the google drive link to the Usability Testing sessions audios -  
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B9qXJ8At5iXuZjVSSkc4WW5sd00?usp=sharing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B9qXJ8At5iXuZjVSSkc4WW5sd00?usp=sharing

